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Linda Vista celebrates multicultural fair
Marketing class draws students to weekend neighborhood festival
By Misa Maruyama
STAFF WRITER

A

t the twen
tieth annual
Linda Vista
Multicul
tural Fair
on Satur
day, April 22, smoky pa
prika and garlic aromas
wafted from a barbeque
where Thai chicken sticks
sizzled and spat.
Passerbys shook their
bodies to the bouncy tem
po of Kponlogo drums, as
musicians pounded out
traditional Ghanan dance
rhythms.
Two girls about sevenyears-old yelled, "Sam
ples, free cake samples!"
in front of a bakery booth
displaying tiramisu and
soft taro cake.
Thousands of people,
old and young, turned out
for Linda Vista Multicul
tural Fair, many of whom
were drawn by Univer
sity of San Diego's ad
vanced marketing class.
Students of the upper-

division business class
promoted the event all
semester, employing fli
ers, media press releases
and raffles.
Marching bands, chil
dren lion dancers, Span
ish Flamenco dancers and
roller-skaters made their
way from Ulric Street to
Comstock Street on Linda
Vista in a lively parade,
kicking off the fair at
10:30 a.m.
After the procession,
visitors wandered through
dozens of cerulean, for
est, mustard and white
tents blooming from dark
gray asphalt.
Under the tents, booths
sold pinatas, handmade
soaps, oil paintings and
Peruvian pastries on the
street. Groups sold ethnic
food, including Mexican,
Thai, Filipino and Pacific
Islander cuisine.
Three different trans
portable stages hosted
performing groups like
the Ballet Folklorico, a
traditional Mexican folk
dance group; Morova
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Performances at the Linda Vista Multicultural Fair included bands, a parade, and the dancers pictured above.

Folklore Ensemble, a
Serbian dance troupe;
and the University of
San Diego Symphony,
an orchestra of student,
faculty, and community

musicians.
Led by conductor Dr.
Angela Yeung, approx
imately 24 symphony
members played several
up-tempo songs. The

musicians struggled to
clothespin fluttering mu
sic sheets flying away
with intermittent puffs of
strong breeze.
The University of San

Diego Symphony plays at
prestigious functions on
campus several times a
month. Symphony memPlease see Fair, p. 5

USD receives grant to
study binge drinking
By John Nunes
STAFF WRITER
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High school students from around San Diego participated in the fourteenth
annual Walk on Water competition at the Sports Center last Saturday.
Teams engineered shoes made out of wood, plastic, foam and other
materials in hopes of taking home the title. The winning team was Team
Stingray, from La Jolla High School. The competition is an outreach
program, run by USD engineering students, to build interest in science and
engineering careers.

ista.sandiego.edu

niversity of
San Diego
has recently
been the re
cipient of a
$788,000 grant from the
National Institute on Al
cohol Abuse and Alcohol
ism (NIAAA) to study
the drinking behaviors of
students.
Specifically, the study
is to determine the impact
of parental communica
tion on student drinking
and how effective it can
be at reducing it and the
problems that accompany

University of San Diego

underage drinking. This
grant is the first the uni
versity has received from
the NIAAA and is also
one of the largest research
grants in the history of the
school.
The study will be con
ducted over three years
and will monitor and sur
vey next year's incoming
freshman class and their
parents with regards to
alcohol use. One group
of parents will be asked to
commit to talking about
the dangers of alcohol
use with their sons and
daughters. They will be
given instructional mate
rials to help communicate

this more effectively. The
results will then be cor
related against a control
group whose parents will
be given no instructions,
as well as with the entire
class.
Louise Stanger, direc
tor of USD's Office of
Alcohol and Other Drug
Services, says "We know
parents and guardians
have an enormous influ
ence on freshmen, more
than parents might think."
She further explains "Our
hope is that we can make
a real impact on the prob
lems associated with stuPlease see Study, p. 4
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Mission Crossroads - Public
Safety responded to a report
of vandalism involving two
holes that had been made
on the wall of San Juan first
floor.

Alcala Vista East Lot - Public
Safety responded to a report
of a vacant vehicle left with a
door open. The officers found
drug paraphernalia inside the
vehicle.

Camino Residence Hall- A
Resident Assistant responded
to a noise complaint.

Alcala Park/ 1 Floor Main
Parking Structure - Public
Safety responded to a report
of four tires that had been
stolen. Contact Public Safety
with information.
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The Vista publication is written and edited
by USD students and funded by revenues
generated through advertisement and a
student fee. Advertising material published
is for Informational purposes only and is
not to be construed as an expressed or
implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located in the lower level
of the University Center, room 114B,
All Inquiries should be sent to: The Vista.
5998 Alcala Park. San Diego, CA 92110
First copies of the newspaper are
complimentary, all copies thereafter are 25
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Opinions expressed in The Vista other than
unsigned editorials are the opinions of the
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words and must be signed. For Identification
purposes, USD ID numbers and writer's year
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serves the right to edit published letters. Any
content sent to the editor will be considered
for publication unless otherwise stated.

Serra Hall Northwest Stair
well A USD student noticed
an advertisement that was
defaced with bias motivated
words. Anyone with informa
tion, contact Public Safety at
extension 7777.

Laguna - Resident Assistants
responded to a noise com
plaint. Upon questioning the
residents, several alcoholic
beverages were found in the
room. Four resident students
were cited for Minors in Pos
session of Alcohol.
Maher - Residence Assistant
reported seeing a bottle of
alcohol in the window of a

residence. The student was
cited for Minor in Possession
of Alcohol.

in Possession of Alcohol.

Bahia Loma - A Resident As
sistant responded to a noise
complaint.

Main Kiosk - Public Safety
responded to an incident in which a student was allegedly University Terrace Apts.
- Public Safety responded to
struck by another student.
noise complaint.
Mission Parking Structure
- Public Safety observed a
group of students in posses
sion of alcoholic beverages.
One student was determined
Santa Anita - Public Safety
to be extremely intoxicated
responded to a report of van
and was transported to Detox dalism to a kitchen window
with a BAC of .186.
screen.
San Luis - Four students
were cited for possession of
alcohol. One student was
transported to Detox.
San Luis - Four minor stu
dents were cited for Minors

Mission's B Parking Lot
- Public Safety sighted vomit
on the passenger window of a
car and determined the fema
le passenger to be intoxi
cated. She was transported
to Detox.

Senator Morrow speaks to USD students
about proposed Academic Bill of Rights
California, Morrow attended
Mount San Antonio College,
eventually obtained a bachelor's
It is not often that notable degree from UCLA and then
politicians speak at USD; but went on to law school at Pepperit happened on April 14, when dine University. Then he entered
California State Senator Bill the Marines and was stationed
Morrow spoke to students on at Camp Pendleton. There he
campus.
worked with the judge advo
Senator Morrow is currently cate office as chief defense for
touring California college cam criminal law and then became
puses to gather information chief prosecutor for all of Camp
and rally support for a bill he Pendleton. After serving as a
recently introduced to the state Marine for eight years, Morrow
legislature. The bill is SB-5, entered politics.
Morrow's motivation for the
also known as the Academic
Bill of Rights. According to Academic Bill of Rights came
Sen. Morrow, it is a bill that, from something that happened
if made into law, would bring to him while he was a student
total freedom of speech to stu at Mount San Antonio College.
dents. If passed, this law would "I was in Political Science 101
ensure that students will be able and the professor was a young,
to speak their minds without liberal man who spent a good
fear of retribution by professors 15-20 minutes each class pe
based on the student's political riod talking negatively about
the government and the war in
or religious views.
"This is something that many Vietnam," he said. Though this
people think is already a law, was not totally uncommon for
and it should be, but it's not," many college professors dur
Sen. Morrow said. He said he ing the Vietnam War, it was an
believes "a student should be eye-opening experience for Sen.
graded on the cognitive under Morrow.
standing of course material, not
"I wrote a term paper on a
on their religious or political man who turned out to be one
beliefs."
of my professor's heroes," he
Born and raised in Southern said. It was a somewhat negaBy Jared Martin
STAFF WRITER

JARED MARTIN

Senator Bill Morrow visited USD to discuss SB-5, a bill he intro
duced to the state legislature. SB-5 aims to expand freedom of
speech to students.
tive critique of the man and Sen.
Morrow received a 'D' on the
paper and promptly withdrew
from the course. "I saw the writ
ing on the wall," he said. Sen.
Morrow took the same class the
following semester, this time
with a different professor.
"I turned in the same paper
and received an 'A' on it and
an 'A' for the course," he said.
"That turn of events has always

stuck in my mind. This bill is
an attempt to stop those kinds of
things from happening."
Senator Morrow said he is
optimistic about the bill pass
ing, but he knows the situation
is rather bleak.
"It's pretty wishful think
ing," he said. "The bill will
probably die in committee.
Sometimes it takes years to get
things passed, but I want to keep
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Next Year's Preparations

Presidential Update
Happy Social Justice Awareness Week Toreros!

Dear Toreros!

I hope that you have had a chance to take advantage of some of the
events that The Romero Center for Faith in Action has put together
this week to bring about an awareness of a variety of social issues.
As students at a Catholic university, I believe that we have a
responsibility to be familiar with the larger concerns of our global
world and take action toward promoting the dignity of every person.
This week is a great opportunity for us to get better connected with
what is happening beyond the USD hill. If you have not already
gotten involved, there are still two events remaining for you to
participate in:
Hotel Rwanda: Showing tonight (Thursday) at 7pm in Serra 204
Mindfulness & Loving, working toward inner peace: Friday at
10am in UC 107

Only two weeks have past since the A.S. election and your new A.S.
Executive Board is already hard at work for next year! As final exams
are fast approaching, the next three weeks will be extremely busy for
us. We will continue to meet day and night to transition into our
positions, interview and hire a new A.S. leadership team, and create a
summer to do list (among other things). One of our most important
tasks is deliberating what next year's theme will be!
On behalf of the newly elected officers, I thank you for the support
you have given us in the past two weeks with all of the hugs and
congratulations. I truly appreciate the volume of students that are
taking interest in Associated Students. It is my hope that next year the
excitement and awareness of A.S. will continue to spread through out
campus.

I hope to see you there! On a very separate note, I want to thank
the you for your participation in the recent University Center
expansion student referendum vote. Nearly 1000 students voted,
which is the highest turnout we have had in any student vote, and
nearly 700 of you voted in support of the referendum. It is with your
approval that next year's Associated Students' Leadership Team will
work dilligently with faculty, staff, and administration on campus to
create the best UC you could imagine. We hope you will continue to
have interest in being part of the process as there will be many
opportunities for students to stay involved with what is to come.
We'll keep you updated!

We will soon be able to announce who will make up next year's
Associated Students Leadership Team. The interviewing process will
be challenging, but our goal is to appoint those students who will best
serve all of you. On May 5th your new Executive Board will officially
be installed at the Student Senate, and on May 6th we will notify next
year's Leadership Team of their appointments! I am looking forward
to this process and I hope you all stay tuned for further A.S. updates!

Sincerely,
Jordan D Freitas
Associated Students President Elect

Have a Bigger, Better, and Bolder Week!
Sincerely,
Your Associated Students' President
Erica L. Lovano
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One Last Laugh

Academic Integrity Week
May 2,2005 through May 6,2005
Academic Integrity Address
Featuring: Dr. Lawrence Hinman
and Dr. James Gump
Tuesday, May 3,2005
IZ-15 pm, UC 103 Academic Integrity Movie Night
Lunch provided
Boiler Room
Friday, May 6,2005
8:00 pm, Vistas- Palomar Lounge
Snacks provided

"Good character consists of
understanding, caring about, and
acting upon core ethical values."

VEACh PM/wuvi

30 from \2~5
South Mission Volleyball Courts
Saturday, April

I

Aries Spears

Kathleen Madlgan

(sootb of the coaster)
lyaking. Volleyball 33d and
Sieboarding for FREE

SENIOR HAPPY IIOIJR AY

M/UOU'J
TWO GREAT COMEDIANS TOGETHER FOR
ONE NIGHT OF STANP-UP COMEDY I LL~

MONDAY, MAY 16TH

-Character Education Partnership

SHILEY THEATRE @ 8:00 PM
(DOORS OPEN 7:30PM)

FRIDAY APRIL 29,
41>M-7PM

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW!! 1
UC Box OFFICE

$10 USD STUDENTS

$15 GENERAL ADMISSION
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Nutrition facts unavailable for students

Providing information would require new program
By Jenna Biagini
STAFF WRITER

While walking across the campus of
the University of San Diego one will
cross five dining establishments. These
establishments are filled with students
throughout the day. Some are look
ing for a nutritious salad while others
are looking for a hamburger and fries.
However, it is currently impossible to
know without a doubt whether or not
the nutritious salad that the health nut
is searching for is actually sitting in the
glass case at counter.
If a student is curious about the nutri
tion facts regarding the salad or sand
wich they are purchasing at any of these
campus establishments then they might
as well keep wondering, the information
simply does not exist.
The Nutrition Labeling and Education
Act of 1990 (NLEA) became law on
Nov. 8, 1990 and has led to significant
changes in food labeling regulations.
These regulations address three primary
areas: the nutrition label, nutrient content
claims, and health claims.
There exist pages and pages regarding
how items are to be labeled, which for
mats are acceptable and what exactly has
to be mentioned regarding the product
and any additives. The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) provides detailed
examples of how nutrition facts should
be presented and who exactly falls under
such requirements.
Though there are extensive laws on
how food items are to be labeled, the
list of exempt products and business is
also long. Foods that are prepared for
immediate consumption, (eg., foods
sold in restaurants, institutional food
service, transportation carriers, baker
ies or delicatessens with facilities for
immediate consumption, food service

vendors) need not have a
label of any sort informing
the consumer of anything
about the product.
Also exempt are readyto-eat foods not for imme
diate consumption, but that
are prepared primarily on
the premises in which the
food will be consumed.
These two exemptions
alone cover almost all of
the items offered at the
dining establishments on
campus. However, even
if it is not required that
the authorities label these
items, it seems that the
simple request of a student
should be enough to make
the information, at the very
least, available.
RAY GALVAN
Interestingly, although Many students would like to know the nutritional con
the FDA has provided ex tent of the food they are eating.
tensive details on how
certain groups must label
food items, there is nothing on the books educate new employees and update cur
that requires the university to have any rent employees.
nutrition facts on hand for students.
The ready made items that are avail
Though the dining establishments on able for purchase in our campus restau
campus are not required to label their rants are created of ingredients from local
food items or provide information regard vendors and various vendors from Los
ing the items, they are required to follow Angeles. Perishable goods, such as meat,
all other FDA rules regarding cleanliness dairy and produce are brought in each
and health. Each campus restaurant un day and are stored according to Federal
dergoes an inspection by the County of regulations.
San Diego Health Department several
Unfortunately, USD compiling a list
times each year.
of nutrition information regarding all the
Director of Dining Services, Rudy items sold on campus would require the
Spano said, "You should notice the 'A' hiring of a dietitian and the creation of a
cards in various restaurants as we have whole new program that would calculate
consistently passed our inspections with such information. However, Spano said,
ratings in the high 90's."
"As students request this information, we
As well, each restaurant employee see the need for this and will look into
must pass a sanitation test. Classes and how to accomplish this given our current
tests are given throughout the year to resources."

CSL sells tsunami bracelets
By Jules Newmark
STAFF WRITER

Looking for a way to show some love
for the tsunami victims? Get your money
ready because the Center for Community
Service Learning has a great charity op
portunity.
The rubber bracelets with words for
a cause, made popular by Lance
Armstrong with his "Live Strong"
motto, have come to USD.
The "HOPE" bracelet is
blue with the word hope in
English, Spanish, French,
German, Arabic, Russian,
Chinese and Japanese.
The bracelet originally
started circulating from Pep
perdine University in an
attempt to involve college
students to raise money for
the victims.
Their program, Ways to
Support One Cause, One Hope,
One World, featured a battle of
the bands event as well as the brace

let sales. They also held a Texas Hold
'Em Poker Tournament with a cover
charge of the $5 "HOPE" bracelet to get
in, according to Pepperdine's Student
Programming Board.
The money from all bracelet sales will
go directly to the Society of the Sacred
Heart, which is on-scene in the disaster
area, helping to reconstruct the lives of
thousands of people.
« -IT Each school
that has or

dered bracelets from Pepperdine can
choose what the donation amount will
be for each bracelet. "It might seem
pricey to some people, but when all the
profits are going to help the victims, five
dollars is not that much money," said
Claudia Duron, the graduate assistant in
the Center's office.
The bracelets will be sold until they
are gone, so get yours while you still
can. With a goal of at least $2,500 and
victims in need, go to Maher 218 today
to make a difference.
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Study to
begin in
2006
Continued from Study, page 1
dent drinking that will benefit all
colleges and universities." The
help, it seems, is needed because
according a 2002 study by Harvard
School of Public Health, 81 percent
of college administrators of fouryear colleges described alcohol use
"a problem" or "major problem" on
their campus.
According to Stanger, problems
involving alcohol at USD are
similar to those at other universi
ties." The help, it seems, is needed
because according a 2002 study by
Harvard School of Public Health,
81 percent of college administra
tors of four-year colleges described
alcohol use "a problem" or "major
problem" on their campus.
According to Stanger, problems
involving alcohol at USD are simi
lar to those at other universities.
A national Core Alcohol and
Other Drug Survey conducted at
Southern Illinois University Carbondale found that 49.7 percent of
students nationwide report episodes
of binge drinking compared to the
46.6 percent of USD students.
Studies define binge drinking
as consuming four or more drinks
for women and five drinks for men
in one sitting within a two-hour
period.
Stanger will be working on the
project with USD Psychology Pro
fessor Michael Ichiyama, as well
as several nationally renowned
researchers, including Dr. Robert
Turrisi of Pennsylvania State Uni
versity, Dr. Mark Wood of Univer
sity of Rhode Island and Dr. Judith
Arroyo of NIAAA.

Corrections
In the article "Metering
your time," (April 21, 2005)
the name Franklin Lee should
have been Franklin Shiraki.
The name Dan Murphy
should have been Dani Murphy.

Want to
work for
The Vista?
Check out
page 13
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Joe Jackson, Campus Editor
yibbleboy@aol.com

Cultural fair offers students learning opportunity
Cont. from Fair, pg. 1

-bers played several up-tempo
songs. The musicians struggled
to clothespin fluttering music
sheets flying away with inter
mittent puffs of strong breeze.
The University of San Diego
Symphony plays at prestigious
functions on campus several
times a month. Symphony
members are admitted by audi
tion only and practices are held
once a week. Interested musi
cians must contact Yeung to
schedule an audition.
Students not in the symphony
may have heard about the Mul
ticultural Fair in other ways. In
the weeks leading up to the fair,
the class plugged the fair on
campus using nooners in front
of the University Center and a
"Pack Paloma" raffle drawing at
La Paloma. Marketing students
hung posters at local businesses,
passed out fliers after school to
high school students and dis
tributed graphically-designed
bookmarks at nearby libraries.
They also secured a morning
spot on channel 6 news.
Their efforts may have
worked. Alice Gagarin, a Uni
versity of San Diego student,
said, "This is my first time be
ing here, and there was a bigger
turnout than I thought there
would be," she said.
"All of the community mem
bers I've spoken to were really

excited about this event."
The advanced marketing
class hosted one of the most
popular booths at the fair - a free
game in which people could win
goldfishes, candy or a Univer
sity of San Diego T-shirt. Gina
Parmelee, student co-director of
the marketing class project, said
"The director of the fair said
[the advanced marketing class]
had the busiest booth. There was

a line all day."
University of San Diego's
advanced marketing class does
not read textbooks or sit through
lectures. Instead, the curricu
lum centers on promotion of a
community service project all
semester and David Light, the
professor of the class, selected
the Linda Vista Multicultural
Fair this year. His choice may
have worked out convenient
ly. The usual fair
director went on
leave this year and

Sarah Grandy pinch-hitted as
Fair Executive Director, only
jumping into the fray a couple of
months ago, Grandy said.
"Quite honestly, I don't have
words for how great [the Univer
sity of San Diego advanced mar
keting class]
has been,"
Grandy said,
"They did
an amaz
ing job and
were a great
resource."

Grandy said last year the fair
drew 10,000 people and this
year she estimated a showing
of about 15,000. She said she
looks forward to the recom
mended marketing plan the
class will deliver for next year.

Musicians and dancers marked
the fair with their performances.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF MISA MARUYAMA
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USD event to help unite children with their mothers
By Margaret DeCaires
STAFF WRITER

May is often a busy month for
students and faculty alike. With
the pressure of that final presen
tation and those final grades to
submit, many forget that May
is also a time to celebrate their
mothers. In celebration of this
tradition, the center for Commu
nity Service Learning (CSL) has
taken this event one step further
by helping children reunite with
their imprisoned mothers.
Director of the CSL Elaine
Elliott said that Sr. RayMonda
DuVall, the director of Catho
lic Charities, approached the
university regarding a program
called Get on the Bus.
"Never having heard of it,
I met with [DuVall] and sev
eral others who have worked
with the program and was very
touched," Elliott said.
According to their web site
(www.gotb.net), Get on the
Bus is a program that offers
free transportation and a spe-

Get on the Bus transports children to their incarcerated mothers.

cial lunch for children and their
mothers during a three-hour
visit. The inspiration for this
program began five years ago

when ministers to the prisons
learned that most of the women
never see their children. Due to
distance or expense, many chil-

BDRSYSTEMS.COM

dren could not afford the trip.
This program hopes to offer
priceless opportunities, such
as a hug from one's mother,

a photo taken with a dearly
missed child, a connection with
hope and reconciliation.
On Friday, May 6, 2005,
students from USD are help
ing to organize this event in
San Diego. That day, several
young children will be giving
their mother something long
overdue, time. Dr. Mary Lyons
and other members of the USD
community will be involved in
the event to show their support
and see the children off.
Sr. Suzanne Jabro, creator
of the organization, is work
ing with Elliott to hopefully
expand this project. Elliot and
Jabro want to incorporate more
students and have events take
place more than once a year.
Discussions to enhance this
program and perhaps an on-go
ing mentoring program are in
the works.
Elliott hopes that the univer
sity will embrace this opportu
nity to raise awareness about
the issues and needs surround
ing children with incarcerated
mothers.
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USD student wins big on The Price is Right
Thursday, April 28, 2005
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then I realized it was me, and I freaked
out. In my head I was like, oh my gosh,
STAFF WRITER
they did NOT just call me up! But at the
same time, I was excited, and felt like I
What would make twenty USD stu had to jump up and down like everyone
dents get to school at 6:45 a.m., take a always does."
The entire studio was flashy, sparkly,
three hour bus ride, only to wait another
and
full
of excitement and energy. Mar
four hours amongst a crowd of 300 peo
icel was the last possible contes
ple, and make them incredibly excited
tant to be called down
to do so? The answer
to contestant's row
is Bob Barker and
and she had to bid on
the "greatest
a sofa. As luck would
game show of
have it,
all time," The
Price Is Right.
M a 
There was a
salunga
gave the
common dream
felt among this ex
closest bid
cited group of
to the actual retail price
without going over,
USD students
and the diverse
winning the
group of other
$600 sofa,
people in the
and earning
audience ages 18her a spot
on stage
81. It was the dream
o f
making it on the game show and
with Bob Barker
hearing the announcer declare their name
where she would play a
over the loudspeaker.
game called, "Crack the Code." She was
This dream became a reality for attempting to win some household appli
Maricel Masalunga, a USD senior, as she ances and had to guess the correct price
heard those words echo through the stu of the food processor in order to win all
dio on Stage 33 at CBS Television City of the appliances. However, when up on
in Los Angeles, which was re-dedicated stage, no game is as easy as it looks.
"I don't know if I was nervous. I
as the Bob Barker Studio.
"Maria Masalunga, come on don't think I really had the chance to
down! You are the next contestant on become nervous. It was so surreal. The
The Price is Right!" Masalunga was so whole experience isn't what you think it
stunned and at first did not even realize will be like," Masalunga said.
"The studio is so small. The way the
they had called her name.
She said, "I don't go by 'Maria' which show is run/taped is just not what you
is what they made me put on my name think it is like from watching it on TV.
tag, so when they said 'Maria Masalun Bob Barker is so old! And he tries to
ga...' it didn't even register with me. And talk to you while you're trying to listen
By Emily Poster

to the instructions to the game, and the
descriptions of the prizes. It is all so
fast-paced, you just have to go with it,"
Masalunga said.
The trip was put on by Associated
Students, and organized by none other
than Masalunga herself. She is required
to organize a few social events each
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Bob Barker, the face behind the show,
hosts with intensity late into his years.

semester and wanted to do something
different, and didn't think that USD had
gone to The Price is Right yet through
AS. All that she had to do was call and
reserve 25 tickets.
"I wasn't quite sure if it would work
out, but I'm glad it did. It was so easy,"
Masalunga said. She has been watch
ing the show for a long time, her entire
life actually, and this is because her
grandmother, who is now 93, watches
it every day.
Unfortunately, Masalunga did not
win her game, but as she and two other
contestants went to spin the Big Wheel,

her spin landed her a whopping 95
cents, giving her a spot in the showcase
showdown.
Barbara Deggelman, a USD student
who also went on the trip said, "We
couldn't believe that 'Maria' got called
up there in the first place. We were all
jumping up and down and screaming on
T.V. And then she spins the wheel and
makes it to the showcase showdown
which was incredible," Deggelman
said.
"She got to bid on a car, a projec
tion screen, and a few other items, and
we thought she had won it with the bid
of $25,000. We were ready to rush the
stage."
But luck was more on the side of
Josh, her opponent, a recent graduate of
Northwestern College, who had just won
a brand new Mustang, a $500 cash prize,
and $1000 when spinning the wheel.
His homemade shirt adorned the
phrase, "Bob, Please Neuter My Student
Loans." Josh's bid was closer to the ac
tual retail price, so he ended up winning,
in addition to his other prizes, a trailer, a
golf cart, and a popcorn machine.
Although there was no rushing of
the stage to congratulate 'Maria', the
experience all on its own was incredible.
Masalunga is The Price is Right star on
campus now, also known as the girl who
won the sofa.
Her fame will continue as this episode
airs on Tuesday, May 3,2005. Be sure to
tune in to see your fellow USD students
in action on CBS, Channel 8 in San Di
ego at 10:00 a.m.

What to do? What to do?
The year is winding down andfinals
are just around the corner. Around now
is the time for starting up on those "se
mester-long projects" and taking that
book out of its plastic covering. But
fear not, seven worthwhile reasons to
procrastinate on your studies are here
for your enjoyment:
Thursday 28:

Take part in the Romero Center's
Social Issues Awareness Week and see
the award winning film Hotel Rwanda
at 7 p.m. in Serra 204. Leam about the
crisis in Darfur, Sudan and how you can
take action.
Friday 29:

Seniors, haven't had enough of an
swering the "so what are you doing next
year" question? Looking for another
distraction to keep you away from your
12 units? Why not stop by the final
Senior Happy Hour from 4 to 7 p.m. at
Moondoggies in PB.
Saturday 30:

Today is not National Honesty Day.
Or is it? Honor the anniversary of the
inauguration of George Washington and
join in on this day that helps to perpetu
ate the long-accepted mythology of our
first President and "his bad" in cutting
down the cherry tree.

mm

Sunday 1:

Mayyyy Dayyyyy. No big plans for
the day? Well pull out your red and
start planning a communist/socialist
revolution! Or just pick some flowers,
that could be a way to celebrate too I
guess...

Monday 2:

Do you curse the paper each week?
Do non-sensical articles such as lists of
things to do each day bother you? Well
get your application into UC 114B for
several open Vista editor positions on
this day.
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AHHHHH! You only have 16 more
days until Star Wars Episode III pre
miers. That guy dressed as Jar Jar Binks
who's already in line isn't going to do
you any favors so find a way to block out
your schedule for the next two weeks and
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Wednesday 4:
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celebrate anyways.
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UC displays fight student apathy
By Allison Cordova
STAFF WRITER

One of the most important
aspects of being a part of a club
or organization at USD is getting
the student body to participate
and support your group. Most of
the time, however, trying to get
students involved on this campus
is quite challenging.
Students are usually not will
ing to participate in any sort of
activity on campus unless the
event includes the word free in
front of it. Why is there a lack
of participation from the student
body? Is it laziness, lack of time

or just plain disinterest?
The most popular and effec
tive way for organizations to
recruit members is to advertise
by setting up a table in front of
the UC.
Every Tuesday and Thursday
during dead hours, many organi
zations set up tables in order to
promote their programs. Last
week the Women's Center, in
conjunction with the Office of
Alcohol and other Drug Ser
vices, the Counseling Center,
Public Safety, and the Center
for Community Solutions, was
in charge of organizing Sexual
Assault Awareness week.
They marketed the events
through posters, flyers, Unet
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Students encourage support for their organizations by displaying
information and giving away free goodies in front of the UC.

and USDtv. In spite of all the
advertising done, the attendance
was low. At their table outside
the UC, they gave away plastic
bracelets that read "Hope, Cour
age, Bravery, Endurance."
Sadly, however, many of
the students wearing the trendy
white bracelets did not know
what the message stood for, and
they wore the bracelet because
it simply matched their outfit
that day.
Jenna Benites, director of
Women's Center issues said,
"There is a feeling of apathy
on this campus. Organizations
do not receive support from
students, and there is a lack of
interest."
It is important to recognize,
however, that all events on
campus do not receive the same
amount of student appreciation.
This was the case, for example,
with the Day of Silence, an event
sponsored by Pride.
A table was also set up outside
the UC and free T-shirts were
given away in order to support
the cause. The purpose of the
Day of Silence is to support
the members of the Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and
Questioning community who are
silenced everyday by being silent
for a day.
Mariah Evin, Vice President
of PRIDE, had a different take

Students display informative T-shirts outside of the UC in order to
promote Sexual Asault Awareness week.

on student participation for this
event, "We actually had a lot of
students who were interested in
this event. Many of them came
to the table wanting to know
what it was about and what it
supported," she said.
There are members of the
student body who are interested
in supporting the clubs and orga
nizations at USD, however, that
number still remains low.
Monique Alaniz, director of
programming for the Women's
Center, said, "It is difficult to
attract students' attention unless
there is free food or entertain
ment. Most importantly, it is not
easy to balance our budget, try
ing to get a good keynote speaker
for our events and at the same
time having to think about the

free giveaways we must provide
for students."
There are over 20 student
organizations on campus, each
supporting a different cause. If
you have had the opportunity to
sit at one of these tables and sup
port your own club, then you al
ready know that it is a challenge
to attract students' attention.
If you have not, next time you
walk by the UC it will not take
much effort to stop by one of
these tables and check out what
is going on. Don'tjusttakeaffee
T-shirt or bracelet. Instead, stay
a bit and find out what is behind
the free stuff. After all, it is likely
that you will learn something
new, and the members of that
organization will appreciate your
interest.

Love connections happen in strange places
Wal-Mart offers single Germans a way to find love while shopping
By Daniel W. Simon
STAFF WRITER

Single, German and looking
for great prices? Try one of
the ninety-one Wal-Mart loca
tions in Germany now offering
dating services. According to
CNN, Wal-Mart has started a
program called "Singles Shop
ping" to lure lonely, middleaged Germans to their stores
on Friday nights.
For two hours, from 6-8
p.m., singles are invited to shop
at their local Wal-Mart, where
they are given a bright red bow
to attach to their shopping cart
or basket.
While the store lets the
singles take it from there, it
has set up "flirting points,"
with such romantic items as
chocolate and wine in order to
help some singles take that first
step to eternal bliss.
This is not just something
for a few singles. Wal-Mart

reports that some stores are get
ting between 300-400 people
every week. The program has
become so successful, in fact,
that the corporation has trademarked the "Singles Shopping"
phrase, adding it to its reper
toire of marketing slogans.
Even though the campaign
has helped attract
customers to Wal-

Mart, the success of those that
strap a red bow on their carts is
less convincing. Wal-Mart has
only heard of one couple who
are possibly getting married
as a result of their
events.
For those that
are too timid

to meet their fellow bargain
hunters face to face, some
German stores offer a bul
letin board for shoppers.The
individual who is desiring the
relationship posts a pic
ture and a short descrip
tion. An interested
person fills out a
card, which the
Wal-Mart staff
sets aside to
be pickedup. Un
like the
red-bow
c a m -

Every week, hundreds of German singles head to Wal-Mart to find love.
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paign, Wal-Mart has not stated
if there have been any suc
cesses from the bulletin board.
I think this has to be the most
rediculous way for people to
meet.
I asked some of my fel
low USD students what they
thought of Wal-Mart's new
program. The first girl I talked
to said, "It could be worse.
They could be going to some
bar, getting drunk, and ex
changing phone numbers."
Another student said, "I guess
whatever floats your boat is
good for you." A third student
said, "There's Wal-Marts in
Germany?"
After putting forward an
idea such as "Singles Shop
ping," I think I can safely tell
him that, yes, there are WalMarts in Germany, and every
week, hundreds of lonely,
middle-aged German singles
are using them to look for
love. Danke schoen, Wal-Mart,
danke schoen.
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Delivered to your dorm room door:

Student requests food delivery become an option for many of the on campus dining locations
By Melissa Parreli
STAFF WRITER

Everyone has those days where you
just don't feel like dragging yourself
out from under those soft, comfy cov
ers, or even lifting your head from the
pillow.
Staying in your pajamas all day
and just crashing in the dorm room
may leave your roommates a little
irritated, but it's well worth it to you,
just as long as you don't have to trek
all the way across campus to make it
to your 7:30 a.m. class.
The only bad thought that comes to
mind on a day like this is, "What am I
going to eat, you know since I didn't
get my lazy self over to the market or
grill today?"
Well, instead of sticking your hand
into that old Domino's Pizza box that's
been molding under your bed for the
past two weeks, wouldn't it be nice to
have something delivered?
If your thinking, "Well I have so
many meals left on my meal plan, I
shouldn't be ordering out," then hold
your horses because I am proposing
a fantastic solution. On-campus food
places should start a delivery service
and our problems would be solved.
So many students don't use their

meals, mostly because they either don't
get up in time to get some breakfast, or
because they don't feel like walking all
the way from the Vistas or Missions just
to get a meal or snack.
Yeah, food off-campus is nice, but
not everyone has a car to go get the
food. The only places that deliver are
Ryan's Cafe and Domino's.
I mean on the weekends, late at night,
after a long grueling day of classes
and then practice, or when you're not
feeling good, I don't know anyone that
would want to walk all the way to the
U.C to fill their growling stomach. It
would be much easier to exercise those
fingers and dial a number than build up
your gluteus maximus from climbing
the 'Mt. Everest' of stairs.
Also, in the past when 1 happen to
be in the vicinity of the market I try to
use a bunch of my meals at once to use
them up.
Then, I end up regretting it because 1
have to lug back heavy bundles of food
and drinks, ft never fails to be a big ca
tastrophe when the bag rips from over
stuffing it or when I drop them all at the
door struggling to find my key.
I only live in Camino and it takes
a lot out of me, I could never imagine
going down that flight of stairs to the
Valley-1 would rather tumble down and
get it over quickly. It would be a miracle
if I could have it all delivered right to
my door step.

1 '11 never forget the time at the begin
ning of the year when I had pneumonia.
I was like a walking corpse-coughing up
all sorts of lovely things, so dizzy I felt
like I was on a never-ending spinning
tea-cup ride, and basically so red in the
face from taking deep breaths between
sneezes, all with a fever of 105.
1 could barely crawl down to the
health center where they told me to have
a friend go get me some fluids, food,
and Kleenex.
Despite my ailing qualities, I chuck
led because none of my friends drove,
plus 1 had no cash to give them, I only
had the school meal plan. However, I
couldn't even have a friend go down to
the market to get me anything because
they could not use my ID card.
So, with a friend at my side incase I
passed out on the sidewalk, I half con
sciously made it down to the market and
back for the few items I needed.
These kinds of situations could be
avoided if there were a delivery service
available on campus.
The way I picture it is that each din
ing place on campus- La Paloma, The
Grill, the Deli/Bakery, and the Market
(just not the dining hall or Aromas), will
each have their own delivery service.
There will be a certain number of de
livery people who will take the orders.
Then the deliveries would be made by
car or possibly go-cart. If the go-carts
cannot be used, then upon hiring, it

would be required for the delivery
employees to have a car.
Both groceries and food from the
dining menus should be able to be de
livered as long as a minimum charge
is met. From the time the order is
placed there should be a maximum
wait time that the student should
expect to wait for their food to come
to give the delivery people adequate
time to prepare.
Campus cash, meals, and regular
cash should all be available ways to
pay.
Of course this means that a portable
card reader must be made to charge
the meals- but as a fellow engineer,
I don't think the engineering depart
ment would mind putting a few ideas
and skills together to help develop
such an innovative product to help
better the university.
Not only would a delivery service
be more of a convenience and enable
students to get their money's worth of
the meal plans, but it would open up
more job opportunities for work study
or regular employment on campus.
Also, the lines would undoubtedly
shorten at all of the dining locations,
allowing things to run more smoothly,
productively, and less stressful for the
workers.
The beauty of this campus makes
me feel like I am at a resort, the only
thing missing is room service!
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Young Democrat proposes methods of student activism
Encouraging all students to take action now rather than in the future
President Bush's nominee for U.S.
Ambassador
to the United Nations.
STAFF WRITER
Not only is he completely out of touch
with reality (he too thought Iraq was
one year away from a nuclear weapon)
I was recently asked, "Why do I need but he has also repeatedly expressed an
to follow politics right now? The elec ideological opposition to the U.N. itself,
tion was more than six months ago, and even saying, "There's no such thing as
the next (presidential) one is more than the United Nations. If the U.N. secretary
three years away." No doubt many other building in New York lost 10 stories,
Americans feel the same way; either their it wouldn't make a bit of difference."
candidate lost or their candidate won. But I guess the U.N.'s work in economic
to think those simple, quadrennial terms and social development, humanitarian
aid, and conflict resolu
is not only a disservice
tion is meaningless to
to our system of de
"If you do not
him, and to the Bush
mocracy in general,
but to yourself and heed this call to ac administration.
Mr. Bolton's con
everything you hold
tion, don't expect firmation
hearings
dear.
much
in
return.
In
have already begun,
When Kerry lost
I was shocked and
politics, silence is with a Senate vote
?»
on his nomination as
deeply disappointed.
acquiescence
soon as the middle of
But to ignore poli
May.
tics because my can
Because of his extreme views, sev
didate lost is counterproductive. As much
as the pageantry of campaigns attracts eral moderate Senate Republicans have
our attention and fuels our passions, the shown a reluctance to support his nomi
nation.
real work is actually happening now.
For those of you who were not happy
Remember those phantom conserva
with
the results of the election, you can
tive ideologues we feared would get key
appointments if Bush got re-elected? still make a difference. Spending last
Well, they now have names and faces. summer as an intern for my U.S. Repre
The worst of them all is John Bolton, sentative, I know firsthand that if enough
By Brendan Hood

people call their
elected officials,
visit their offic
es, and write ed
itorials to news
papers to voice
their opinion on
a specific issue,
its gets their at
tention and can
even influence
their vote.
There are
plenty of orga
nizations out
there doing just
that, not just in
opposition to the
Bolton nomina
tion, but focusing on a variety of impor
tant issues; and they need you to join
the fight.
If you believe gay marriage should
be legal,
If you oppose the President's plan to
privatize Social Security,
If you believe tax cuts for the wealthy
are unaffordable while we're running
record deficits,
If you believe a .50 caliber semiau
tomatic rifle, capable of bringing down
a low-flying airplane (and currently for
sale in Illinois), should not be available
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to any civilians at any price,
If you believe that our government
should make policy based on common
sense, not on a rigid and radical ideol
ogy, or even if you think the government
should ignore common sense and keep on
trucking with radical and rigid ideology,
you need to get involved because this is
the time when real decisions are made,
when proposals become law (although,
no rush for you rightwing fundamental
ists). If you do not heed this call to action,
don't expect much in return.
In politics, silence is acquiescence.

The Vista

USD students speak out
against discrimination
As a former member of The Vista staff
and as a student at USD, I am extremely
disturbed and disappointed by the lack of
response by The Vista to recent student
concerns. The response thus far has been
unacceptable and extremely unprofes
sional.
I understand we all have a right to free
ly express ourselves but when those words
and opinions hurt a group and individuals
on campus, someone must intervene. This
issue is much larger than just the recent
NBA article and the response. Its roots
extend far beyond one person.
On April 5th, a forum was held to dis
cuss the NBA article and other issues of
race and ethnicity coverage in The Vista.
Over 25 students, faculty, and community
members attended this forum to express
their shock and outrage. The mere fact that
people are speaking out about these issues
makes them important and worth discuss
ing. They must be addressed formally by
The Vista staff.
The Vista staff, with one of the loudest
and most consistent voices on campus,
is the only group of student leaders not
required to take any sort of diversity train
ing. This is in contrast to the Associated
Students, Sororities and Fraternities, the
Women's Center, and the United Front, all
of which require their student leaders to
attend a diversity training regarding issues
of race, ethnicity, gender, and privilege.
Also as a former staff member, I
know how little administrative support
is provided for editors by faculty. This
lack of mentorship, critical feedback, or
professional development is also part of
the problem.
The Vista editors, if accountable to no
one, must prove superior maturity and
understanding of the student population.
Recent articles have shown neither. I know
The Vista staff puts in far more hours than
is recognized or rewarded but you must
take pride in your work.
I urge The Vista editorial staff to take
further actions to address student needs
and concerns. It is an issue of profes
sionalism, humility, and respect. There
is a tremendous need for The Vista staff
members to genuinely listen to student
concerns and address them in a serious
manner.
Kyla Lackie
Senior
As a student who pays a fee for The
Vista, I'm deeply concerned about Chris
Ferraro's article, "An Editor's Response
to Campus Concerns." Mr. Ferraro is
greatly mistaken if he thinks that the
misrepresentation of black males isn't a
"pressing issue."
Ferraro's use of rhetoric urging those
who were offended by his article to "send
in their letters.. .so we can move to more
pressing issues" sounds a lot like the jar
gon of those misguided individuals who
believe that racism does not exist anymore
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in the U.S. and who continually argue that
"slavery ended, so get over it."
Although Ferraro states that he was
"in no way.. .trying to generalize AfricanAmerican males as a whole", the manner
in which the article was written goes to
show that The Vista is a microcosm of the
mass media, which repeatedly pigeonholes
negative images of people of color.
More importantly, however, the larger
USD community needs to understand that
Mr. Ferraro cannot be held responsible for
his poor journalism. That is, the source of
the problem lies with the lack of account
ability on behalf of The Vista. Truth is, The
Vista has a history of printing insensitive
articles.
Without accountability, The Vista has
constantly failed to abide by the journal
ism standards of the Publication Board
Charter, and Ferraro's article is a prime ex
ample of this. Additionally, it is alarming
to learn that The Vista staff isn't required
to undergo diversity training.
Needless to say, I am greatly disap
pointed for it seems that The Vista Board
and its advisors have been indifferent to
students' concerns regarding the afore
mentioned issues.
I am tired of reading alleged apologies.
The Vista must undergo structural changes
in order to prevent this from happening
again. I advocate that there be an open
forum between the entire Vista Board
and the larger USD community to further
discuss these issues.
Refugio Ramirez
Senior
I am writing in response to a series of
responses regarding the issues of student
concerns circulating around an earlier ar
ticle published in The Vista. Personally, I
am disappointed by the response given by
the campus newspaper and find it utterly
irresponsible in its attempts to resolve
this issue. In my reaction to the original
article on the status of the NBA, I found
it significantly important to address the
impact that it had on a large number of
USD students, regardless of the intent
of its author. My concerns stem from
historical misrepresentations of African
American males in the media and issues
at the societal level.
I find these to be more pressing is
sues that have not yet been addressed by
The Vista and its staff. An appropriate
response to the concerns on campus is to
provide a space for discussion circulating
around the topic of the portrayal of people
of color in the media and the responsibil
ity of the campus newspaper to provide
a similar space within its own pages, not
focusing on the original article but using
it as a clear example of the concerns I
wish to address. Again, I find it essential
that The Vista make a stronger attempt in
addressing this hard-hitting issue.
Mario Garibay
Senior
The sports editor and The Vista (as an
institution) keep missing the point. It is
shameful that Chris Ferraro, the sports
editor, thinks that students writing letters

to the Vista are seeking fifteen minutes
of fame. This is far from being the truth.
Blindness will let someone ignore the fact
that people are concerned about what is
being printed in The Vista. If having a
newspaper that sanctions racist articles is
not a pressing issue on this campus then
what is?
An apology is far from what The
Vista needs to do to remedy this situation.
Editors or writers of the Vista that lack to
show professionalism and sensitivity for
what they are writing should not be al
lowed to be the student voices of campus.
Sadly enough you make USD look bad.
At this point, I must also ask where is the
advisor of The Vista? Who is allowing
for students that perpetuate such a closeminded mentality to continue writing?
Somebody should be held accountable. I
am disturbed that USD charges a Vista fee
for a school newspaper whose staff lacks
any kind of mandatory diversity training
when all other campus leaders have to go
through this process.
I am a senior this year and articles such
as the one printed by the sports editor have
happened one too many times. It is unac
ceptable and embarrassing for this campus
to keep publishing articles of this sort.
By the way knock yourself out looking
for the grammatical mistakes, but if you
really want a screening process for letters
to the editor because of their grammatical
errors perhaps a better start would be with
the articles written by the editors and staff
of The Vista.
Esmeralda Garcia
Senior
I am an undergraduate student at USD
and I am very disturbed with the way
The Vista has addressed the concerns of
the students. I am very upset that these
concerns have been devalued and that the
issues that students bring up are seen as
merely 15 minutes of fame.
I believe that an apology is necessary on
the part of Chris Ferraro for undermining
the importance of issues that are indeed
pressing issues. I am shocked that his
response was printed at all. How is it pos
sible for an advisor or other staff to allow
such harsh words towards the concerns of
students? Is there some sort of advisor for
this newspaper? If so what is going on?
It is also important to know that the ar
ticle on the NBA is very important but that
this is not the only issue. The Vista needs
to reevaluate its newspaper as a whole. It
as a newspaper should serve the needs of
all students.
A diversity training needs to be man
dated for all Vista staff to prepare the
students writers to be in conjunction with
the mission of the university in "creating
a diverse and inclusive community". After
all other organizations on campus have to
attend diversity training. Articles like the
one written about the NBA with its racial
undertones as well as the little mention
of diversity in the university hinder the
University of San Diego from becoming
diverse and inclusive.
In addition to this there also needs to be
a space to have open dialogue about The

Vista and its move toward reflecting USD
as a whole. I would hate my parents to
visit me on campus, pick up The Vista and
see the types of things written at a univer
sity that they expect to be stimulating my
growth positively.
Valerie Ayala
As a fee paying student at the Uni
versity of San Diego, I desire to have
my "fifteen minutes of fame" regard
ing Chris Ferraro's response to campus
concerns. For the life of me, I'm trying
to figure out what other "pressing issues"
exist on campus currently. The response
article only furthered my frustration
because the final paragraph sought to
silence the student's voice. The issue
today is understanding how and why
different racial groups are being nega
tively portrayed by the media as has been
demonstrated. Even if the article printed
a few weeks back was the sole opinion
of the Sports Editor, there are journalism
standards that were unmet. The article
should have been reflective of both sides
of the issue and it clearly wasn't. Instead
of merely writing response articles in
the Vista with the hope that every person
who read the first article would read the
response article, I would like to see a
school wide dialogue to discuss these
issues. The Vista is a student newspaper
where student voice's should be heard and
not limited to a certain amount of time by
individuals.
Stephanie Siordia
Sophomore
The contents of the past letters to the
editor have greatly disturbed myself as
well as many other USD students. These
responses have brought up issues that
hold no relevance to the article that was
written. They have personally attacked a
well-rounded, highly respected, and selfdedicating student of USD.
Chris Ferraro has been a personal friend
of mine for over 7 years. In these 7 years I
have never once heard Chris speak down
upon or degrade any race, religious affili
ation, or sexual orientation. The problem
I hold, is even this information about Mr.
Ferraro has no relevance to the article,
"The Image of the NBA." Nowhere was
there any reference or implied assumption
about race being an issue anywhere in the
article. Mr. Ferraro was speaking out about
a current problem the NBA is facing, with
its individual players.
It is the individuals who have accused
Mr. Ferraro of being racist, that I hold a
larger problem with. Accusing an indi
vidual of something dealing with racism
is a very serious issue. For one to take
assumptions that were not implied and
to twist them around in a very narrowminded and unnecessarily defensive man
ner is unacceptable. It is wrong to allow
an attack upon one of our fellow students
to appear in our school's periodical. The
comments made about Chris Ferraro are
false and could not be further from the
truth.
Patrick Dean
Junior
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By Chelesa Johns
STAFF WRITER

Earth Day provides a reminder that we all play a significant role in protecting the environ
ment, not only for ourselves but also for the generations to come.
As busy college students living in sunny San Diego, we may not be as conscious as we should
be about how we use our resources. Without global awareness, our planet could undergo drastic
changes within the next 20 years. These changes, primarily the result of global warming, include
famines, droughts, a rise in sea level and widespread flooding, as well as annual temperature drops
of six degrees (eventually bringing us into a virtual ice age). Withjincreased environmental aware
GOOGLEIMAGES.COM

ness, we can help defend the earth from these destructive forces.
The first Earth Day was celebrated in 1970 with the encouragement and activism of Wisconsin Senator
Gaylord Nelson.
In the early 1960s, he began to notice the lack of attention given to environmental issues and wanted to
put these issues on the national agenda. He began pursuing his goal by ipeaking to various audiences about
environmental issues and by encouraging other politicians to speak about their importance as well. In the
1960s there were still few or no consequences for heavily polluting induixies, and Americans were driving
gas-guzzling V-8s without a second thought. On the first Earth Day, Ajhl 22,1970, protests against the de
teriorate mi of the envirc>nment emerged in parks, streets and college caflpuscs across the country. This led
to the creation of United States Environmental Protection Agency. WHle concern for environmental issues
has become more global since that time, the implementation of the appppriate technologies for protecting
the earth has been
Therefore, it is up to eafli of us to do our part in caring for the
earth.

1

Here are some ideas of what you can
do on a daily basis to help the environ
ment:
1. Walk, ride a bike or carpool. Conserving gas is one of
the most important ways to help the environment.
2. Bring your own cloth bags when you go shopping in
stead of using paper and plastic ones. Some stores, such
as Henry's Market, even give you money off of your gro
cery bill fordoing this.
3. Adopt a vegetarian diet. Statistics show that raising

animals for food is polluting our land, water and air. Onethird of all fossil fuels in the U.S. are used to raise animals
for food
4. Fix your oil leaks. More oil is sent to the ocean each
year from the street than from all oil tanker spills com
bined. If your car leaks, the oil will find its way to the
ocean.

GOOGLEIMAGES.COM

Senator Gaylord Nelson, founder of Earth Day, is a
powerful figure in the history of environmental
activism

The most effective way to help the environment is to consume less, in terms of
gas and electricity.
You can do something simple like plant a tree or partake in a beach cleanup,
such as those run by the San Diego Surfrider Foundation. Attending the upcoming
Earth Day Fair on May 1in Balboa Park can do a lot to increase awareness about
caring for planet Earth. Besides being educational, the Earth Day fair is the largest
environmental celebration in the world, with tons of live entertainment, music, exhib
itors and merchants^ and lots of yummy vegan and vegetarian food. Katie Becherer,
a senior at USD, who has attended the Balbbarark Earth Day fair twice said, The
Earth Day fair is a really great time. There are tons of interesting people and eo<
activities... and best of all, the food is awesome!"
;

5. Conserve water. Don't take 15-minute showers. Don't
leave the sink on while you brush your teeth.
6. Save energy. Turn off the lights and the TV when you
leave the room. Use halogen lightbulbs.
7.Recycle. Call 1-800-Recycle for drop off locations.
8. Register to vote. Contact your local, state, and federal
representatives and let them know you care about the
environment and they should too.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO CARE FOR OUR ENVIRONMENT NOW IN ORDER TO ENSURE ITS FUTURE.
MAKINC SMALL CHANCES IN THE WAY THAT WE USE THE EARTH'S RESOURCES CAN HELP TO MAIN
TAIN A SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT FOR CENERATIONS TO COME.

ENTERTAINMENT
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Amy English, ET Editor
vistaenglish@gmail.com

Senior art majors exhibit work

Tess Rowley displays photography in Sacred Heart Gallery
By Misa Marayuma
STAFF WRITER

Night Laundry
"It has to do with the time of day, twilight," Rowley
said, "You have a half-hour of this magical time of
night." Rowley said the empty chairs signify being
alone, the catalyst for introspective contemplation.
The bus stop in the background symbolizes ambition
and looking forward. "And there, in the background,"
Rowley said, pointing to small window panes, "those
windows look gold."
However, Rowley said not to worry too much
about interpretation of her photos. She said usually
people tell her what they think it means and they get
it right.

Tess Rowley, a Uni
versity of San Diego
Senior, specializes in
photography. Her senior
thesis exhibition, titled
"Moving.Stopping.Finding," will be on display in
the Sacred Heart Gallery
until Friday, April 29th.
Rowley said she be
gan her college career
with her eyes on a PreMedicine education, but
switched to English and
then later settled on a
major in Photography.
She credits her first pho
tography professor, Paul
Turounet, with igniting
her passion for her art
form.
The exhibition is of
her most recent photo
graphs, only one of which
was staged, Rowley said.
"Staged photographs are
a marker of the PostModem movement-they
have an inherent drama
and insincerity to them,"
Rowley said.
"My photos are pretty
personal. I document my
daily life and daily dis
coveries—my own life is
my inspiration," Rowley
said, "I try to capture
things that document
the human experience,
things that people can
relate to."

TESS ROWLEY

Grace Ihn illuminates her painted lamps in dark rooms
Korean, Korean-American and
American.
Ihn's work is three dimen
Grace Ihn, a foreign ex sional. Her senior exhibition,
change student from Korea, displayed April 18-22 in the
is graduating this year with Sacred Heart Gallery, was set
hopes of being a middle school in a completely dark room lit
teacher eventually. Ihn said she by her art pieces.
might study in Italy next year,
Ihn painted lamps, "played"
but has no concrete, immediate with mosaic tiles and paint in a
plans just yet.
piece set into the floor and sus
Bom in the United States pended a gigantic, protruding
and raised in Korea, Ihn says set of four painted panels.
much of her work focuses on
"I always considered my
identity and being lost.
self a more traditional artist,
"You know the feeling when then last semester I worked on
you leave home and don't feel canvas and two-dimensional
totally right in your new en art wasn't enough, so I experi
vironment, but go home and mented with three-D art," Ihn
don't really fit in there either?" said.
Ihn asked.
Ihn's agenda after gradua
She said she often bounced tion is to student teach or study
between considering herself art in Italy.
By Misa Marayuma

STAFF WRITER

MISA MARAYUMA

Grace Ihn's three-dimensional art is lit through her painted lamps and displayed in a dark room.
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Kidman, Penn hold strong
roles that save Interpreter
By Alfonso Magana
STAFF WRITER

When two great actors come together
in a film, it is an experience that most
people should jump at the chance to see.
Even if the film is boring, watching these
two actors together is still a treat. To add
to the growing list are Sean Penn and
Nicole Kidman in The Interpreter.
Despite a very slow and uneventful
first hour, The Interpreter quickly gains
action and intrigue. This film followsSilvia Broome (Kidman),, an interpreter
for the United Nations who overhears
a possible assassination attempt on a
controversial African president. The
Secret Service becomes involved as
agents Tobin Keller (Penn) and Dot
Woods (Catherine Keener) are hired to
help and protect Silvia from harm's way.
However, the situation changes when
something goes wrong.
The Interpreter is not a great movie, in
fact the only reason why it is any good at
all is the acting. After winning the Oscar
for Mystic River Penn continues to prove
that he is not going to rest on his laurels.
This is yet another impressive perfor
mance that can go on the already long
list of Perm's best (though Fast Times At

Ridgemont High, Dead Man Walking and
Carlito's Way still top that list).
Meanwhile Kidman, who has been
very hit or miss since her Oscar win
ning performance in The Hours, finally
delivers the goods with this extremely
tricky role. You have to sympathize with
Silvia situation yet also be weary of her
actions in the film. Alongside her work
in Moulin Rouge, To Die For, Eyes Wide
Shut and The Others this is another "hit"
for Kidman.
However, the lack of screen time for
veteran indie actress Catherine Keener
was dissapointing. Despite her Oscar
nominee status, Keener's thankless role
as Penn's second in command does not
do her justice, or give her a chance to do
anything particularly good in the film.
Being John Malkovich and Lovely &
Amazing are some of Keener's stronger
roles.
Directed by Sydney Pollack (Tootsie
and Out of Africa), The Interpreter is a
good thriller that, despite cliches in the
script, is well anchored by great actors.
Yes, the film is a tad boring but by the
end of the film you will be more than
satisfied. If you are a fan of Sean Penn
or Nicole Kidman's previous work you
will not be disappointed.

YAHOO.COM

for the film.

Roue thrives from loud sounds
STAFF WRITER

Roue, a rock band out of Cleveland,
Ohio, just released their first album
Upward Heroic Motive. The band likes
to call their music "loud" and I agree.
Between the screaming vocals and the
extended, guitar solos, Roue definately
likes to crank up the sound.
The band's label, Exit Stencil,
calls the music "space indie splatter
music." Judging by the band's music,
I am led to believe that this refers to
the unique blend of hard rock and
indie influences with a more techno
sound than most music coming out of
independent labels.
The quartet is comprised of Justin
Coulter, Jeff Harris, Steve Mehlman,
and John Kalman. Coulter provides
lead vocals varying from screaming
to game-show like narrations. "All
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In The Interpreter, Nicole Kidman had to learn Ku, an language which they invented

By Lindsey Spinelli
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About Time" the first song on the EP,
is the most abrupt. It is not for the
faint of heart. In fact ,one of the first
distinguishable words has four letters
and starts with an "F." "Bender Sea
son" offers a much more toned down
sound, with subdued vocals.
If this sounds like your style, then
you will probably be satisfied with
Roue. They have created an album
the demands to be listened. This is
not iPod-friendly music that can be
taken in bits and pieces. There are
no singles on Upward Heroic Motive
only one fluid CD that showcases a
band's developing talent and voice.
If pop music is your thing, Roue
is not for you. But if you are ready
to give something different a chance
they are worth listening to. You can
check out a couple of songs on the
Exit Stencil Label website, www.
exitstencilrecordings.com.
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Battle of the Bands show impressive
talent to unexpectedly large audience
By Carter Cassidy
STAFF WRITER

Last year, the Battle of the
Bands relied on Greek life
to ensure a sufficient crowd
for a reasonably successful
event. But this year Greek life
wasn't required to attend, and
some doubted if the Battle of
the Bands could exceed last
year's performance. However,
Resident Housing Association
(RHA) exceeded expectations
by doubling their turnout, pull
ing a crowd that came for free
food, good music, and support
for student bands.
On April 22, RHA sponsored
the second annual Battle of the
Bands at the Sports Center.
Sophomore Amanda Potoczak,
President of the RHA, said the
event was held in the parking
structure last year, but this
year, they decided to change
venues.
"Last year the parking struc
ture felt almost unsafe because
it would actually shake from
the bands playing," Potoczak
said.
The Battle of the Bands is
one of RHA's main events of
the year, one that takes several
months to plan. In order to en
sure that the bands would be
good enough for the concert,
bands were asked to send in
demo tapes, and six bands
were chosen, although only five
showed up.
The first band was a USD
student band, The Swayzes,

who opened with their best
song of the night, a cover of
Chris Isaac's "Wicked Games."
The Swayzes was the only band
that lacked an amp, and this de
tracted from the overall sound
of the band. The vocalist, Skyler, had a stiff on stage presence
at first but loosened up toward
the end of the set, but guitarist
Matthew Steel had the biggest
presence on-stage, because
he was the only one moving
around with enthusiasm.
The next group was Chandelle. They injected estrogen
into a night of male-heavy per
formances. The group is com
prised of a female vocalist/guitarist, a female bassist/backup
vocalist and a male drummer.
Chandelle's music was much
more relaxing compared to the
rest of the night's music. The
singer, Mandy, had a beauti
fully soothing voice, however it
was hard to hear during several
points in the chorus. The bass
ist was tight in her beats and
also boasted a nice voice. The
drummer, however, was the
most enjoyable musician of the
night with heavy, crisp hits that
blended well with the music but
also displayed his talent. Un
fortunately, Chandelle did not
energize the crowd, and many
of the songs felt formulaic.
Forensic was one of the
crowd pleasers of the evening,
perhaps due to the fact that one
band member was a USD stu
dent. Forensic was a pleasant,
hard-core surprise, and they
RAY GALVAN

USD music students easily picked Hot like A Robot as this year's winner because of their fine-tuned
music and ability to maintain a balance of bass, guitar and vocals.

RAY GALVAN

Crowd pleasers Forensic won first runner-up at last Friday's Battle
of the Bands.

won runner-up. The first thing
notable about Forensic was the
singer's incredible vocal range,
which went from falsetto to a
guttural scream, thrilling the
audience. However, a lot of his
stage presence was taken away
when he turned his back to
the audience. Although he did
move around a good amount,
he did most of it while staring
at the drummer.
The guitarist in Forensic
also boasted some personality,
wearing sunglasses and a hat
that looked like it was stolen
from Humphrey Bogart. He
looked like he was having
a good time on stage which
seemed to be lacking from the
other band members. The bass
ist maintained a loud, constant
beat, but at times it seemed
muddled when compared to the
guitarist and the vocalist. The
drumming was well-done, but
not standout.

The next band, Lanolin, did
not live up to the hype coming
from the audience before their
set. From the start, Lanolin, a
USD band, was too crowded
on stage, featuring three gui
tarists, a bassist, a singer and
a drummer. The third guitarist
was unnecessary, primarily be
cause all he did was scream and
play bar-chords that drowned
out the other guitarists. Then
came the lead singer whose flat
vocals made me feel like I was
in a bad karaoke bar.
The only band member that
exuded any talent was lead
guitarist Scott Tanner, who
sounded great until he was
drowned out by the rest of the
band.
However, Lanolin did have
fun on stage and they interacted
with the audience well.
The final band, and winner
of the battle, was Hot Like A
Robot, a veteran San Diego

band. They maintained a very
tight set and the lead singer/
guitarist had vocals that suited
the punk feel of the band well.
The band also had a keyboard
ist/bassist that added a nice
touch and laid a cool bass line
for most of the songs. Hot
Like a Robot was the only band
that noticed that their guitar
overpowered the singer and
adjusted the levels so the singer
could be heard.
HLR provided a good, mixed
set that was comprised of loud
and soft sound. One song
called "A-B-A Extensions"
captured the hard-rock sound
that Lanolin, and sometimes
Forensic, were looking for.
They rocked harder than the
other bands, and it is easy to
see why the judges, two USD
music students, chose them.
Hot Like A Robot was awarded
about $800 worth of studio time
for winning the contest.
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Coachella and Bright Mars Volta concert
Eyes headline at
meets fan expectations
Coachella Festival

The Vista
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By Brian Francis
STAFF WRITER

For those of you who can
sustain the triple digit heat
and can stay awake for a 48
hour period, head up to Indio
to check out the sixth annual
Coachella Arts and Music Fes
tival April 30 through May 1.
Coachella consists of a
wide variety of music that
ranges from rock to techno
and offers 90 acts over a two
day period.
The first day includes such
acts as Coldplay, Weezer,
Keane, Snow Patrol, and Wilco. The second day features
Nine Inch Nails, Bright Eyes,
Ihrice, and The Faint, just to
name a few.
Thanks to perfect timing,
Coldplay. Weezer, and Nine
Inch Nails will all be perform
ing their highly anticipated
new material. Former acts that
have performed at Coachella
include: The Red Hot Chili
Peppers, Bjork, The Cure,
Radiohead, and Rage Against

The Machine.
Tickets are $80 for a one
day pass, and $150 for a two
day pass. Included with your
ticket fee will be either a one
or two dollar charity fee de
pending on the package you
purchase.
Commuting to Coachella
has historically been a night
mare, so don't stray too far
away from the festivities and
camp on site for $35. As
an incentive to get up to the
campsite early, Goldenvoice
(the company responsible for
Coachella) is raffling away
prizes for those who arrive
before 8 p.m on Friday eve
ning.
This is the biggest music
festival of the year in South
ern California with an incredi
bly diverse range of music for
everyone to enjoy. However,
the unbeatable play list has
made this festival one of the
hardest to attend, as tickets
are always in high demand.
Visit www.coachella.com
for more ticket information.

By Jordan Brant
STAFF WRITER

Mars Volta ripped the roof
off the Rimac Arena on UCSD's
campus this past Friday eve
ning. The band has come along
way since their San Diego
appearance this time last year.
Playing in spring of 2004, they
merely opened up for Perfect
Circle at the Cox Arena on
SDSU's campus, which wasn't
even a sold-out show. This past
weekend, however, not only did
they headline a gigantic show,
but they sold out the Rimac in
less than three hours.
Hailing from the ashes of
the late 90s hard-rock band At
the Drive In, Mars Volta have
made an impressive mark in the
current rock landscape. Mixing
70s-esque psychedelic rock with
a modern flare of screaming
vocals and pounding bass-lines
built upon hammering guitar
riffs, the band has definitely
altered the current state of music
for the better.
Riding on the success of their
2003 debut album De-loused in

Pre-pay 2 months,
get 3rd month FREE!
Call for more details and reserve

yy

Self
Storage

the Comatorium, Mars Volta
made a stellar and incendiary
sophomore album Frances the
Mute. The album, which fea
tures only one radio-friendly
single that has received lots of
playtime on MTV2 and on the

Not only did
Mars Volta
headline a gi
gantic show, but
they sold out
in the Rimac in
less than three
hours.
radio-waves, is a lot different
than their first album.
While De-loused had a hard
er edge and a larger track-list,
Frances the Mute is considered
more of a throwback to 1970s
album rock. The EP has fewer
songs, some of which exceed
20 minutes in length, which
follows the story-line of a
friend who was ill and passed

away.
While the concert was a
fantastic display of artistic in
tellect— they had six musicians
on-stage that played every in
strument from the bassoon to
the saxophone— I was frankly
a little disappointed with the
lead singer's performance. He
is typically known for his snazzy
dance moves and colorful array
of microphone-stand tricks, but
Friday night's show had a mel
lower vibe with less eccentricity
than was expected. This may
be attributed to the new style
of music that they produced for
Frances the Mute, but I person
ally think the venue had a lot to
do with it. Rimac is essentially
a basketball stadium with a very
UCSD type institutional vibe.
The venue was really large
and I think this made it difficult
to "get into the music" so-to-say.
But besides the lack of energy
and a few songs that went on for
a bit too long, Mars Volta were
an impressive group of musi
cians that have definitely forged
a new path in the lacking arena
of modem-rock.
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Elder statesmen take CoRec Softball title
By Jeremy Darner

hammering six hits and scoring three to
take the lead on Revolution. Not until the
bottom of the fifth would Foot's squad
Rarely has this university seen such attempt to mount a comeback, getting on
dominance in any IM league, as has the board with one run.
been demonstrated in recent times by
In the end, Revolution would score
the CoRec Softball power house of Win again in the seventh, but their two runs
1 for Mikey. Though the team name of simply would not hold, as the Rounders
this USD staff/alumni team has evolved would drive in six more runs to take the
over the years, their core players have game nine to two.
remained.
Meanwhile, Rachel Gronvold's Cour
Last week's semifinal and final games tesy Flush attempted to fend off the
in the league proved, without a shadow of undefeated squad of Win 1 for Mikey.
a doubt, that despite their age, this squad From the start, the Flush were simply
still has what it takes to dominate USD outgunned, as Mikey would combine for
intramural action.
11 runs in the first two innings to take an
The first of Tuesday's 7 p.m. semifinal 11-0 lead in the third.
line-ups pitted Brendan Foote's Revolu
With amazing resilience and the best
tion against Marcos Vargas' Rounders in IM attitude witnessed to date, the Flush
what would end in a full ten inning dual. attempted a comeback in the fifth, scor
Both teams displayed talented defense, ing four runs of their own. This, sadly,
allowing only five batters on base in the would not make a dent in the massive
first two inning. In the top of the third, lead of Mikey, as they closed out the
however, the Rounders would step it up, game in five innings, with a score of
17-4.
At 8 p.m. the Rounders and Win 1 for
Mikey faced off for the title. Both teams
came out hard on defense, each scoring
one in the first inning and three runs in
the second, leaving it all tied up four to
four heading into the third.
However, as was the case all season,
team Mikey lit it up in the fourth, rock
eting ten runs and taking the lead 15-4.
Vargas' Rounders responded with two
runs of their own, but it simply would
not be enough as Win 1 for Mikey, led
by All-Leaguers Marrick Marino and
Dana Kessler would take the IM finale
JEREMY DARNER
in a 17-6 blowout.
Win 1 for Mikey's Catanzaro swings for
Congrats to Win 1 for Mikey for yet
the wall in Tuesday's IM finale.
another IM title, to Christine Nishiyama
CAMPUS RECREATION

JEREMY DARNER

Win 1 for Mikey takes the Spring 2005 CoRec Softball title in a 17-6 blowout.

for hands down the best catch of the year
(a snow cone over the right field wall to
save a Mikey homer in the final), to the

CoRec Softball All Star Team
MVP - Nick Moiseff (Rounders)
All League Team
Merrick Marino (Win 1 for Mikey)
James Aldo (Wet Bandits)
Eric Aldrian (Revolution)
Dana Kessler (Win 1 for Mikey)
Christy Baker (Courtesy Flush)
Eric Raaum (Killer B's)
Jason Geidt (San Juan Swingers)
Rachel Gronvold (Courtesy Flush)
Nathan Roberts (Rounders)

Playmakers take home the shirts
Bellanca saves the day, the IM title, and the IM shirts with last minute defense.
looked great on paper: both undefeated,
two great quarterbacks in Tim LaComb
CAMPUS RECREATION
and Eric Rasmussen, but some how it just
didn't come together. The Playmakers
It all came down to one night, three would not be denied this game, scoring
games, and four teams hoping to don the on almost every drive. The Penetrators'
coveted white jerseys (IM Champion defense was in disarray as Rasmussen,
ship shirts if you don't get the Tour de and sometimes Nick Bellanco, threw for
France reference). The semifinal games several points each. The Pentrators went
of the spring USD IM Air-It-Out Flag down fighting though as they would not
Football league pitted the Chargers fall victim to the dreaded mercy rule but
against Duski's Squad, both underdog ultimately lost the match 36-12.
teams making formidable playoff runs,
The stage was set. The lights were
and the veteran Playmakers against the on. The teams were ready. It was time to
fierce freshmen five-some called the decide who went home with the shirts,
Penetrators.
and who went home crying. Undaunted
The Chargers came ready to pounce by the reputation of the Playmakers,
on Duski's Squad right from the begin whom several teams were too intimi
ning. The squad was missing several key dated to even show up to play during
late season acquisitions. The Chargers the regular season, the Chargers took an
defense only allowed one touchdown early lead with two scores right away.
while their offense ran wild and racked The Playmakers tried several different
up a quick 32 points to end the game by defensive match-ups but all were mis
mercy rule.
matches against the power of legendary
The Playmakers-Penetrators game was receiver, boxer, and starship pilot Carl
a classic match up of veteran superstars Weathers (not his real name). The teams
against rookie sensations. The match traded touchdowns before Jeff Langdon

By Joey Donnelly

league MVP Nick Moiseff of the Round
ers, to the All-league team and to all this
seasons players.

came through with a game altering inter
ception on a one point conversion that
was returned to put them down by six.
After a touchdown catch and one point
a conversion reception by game MVP
Nick Bellanco, the Chargers were down
by only one, with less than a minute
remaining. A formidable drive brought
them deep into Playmaker territory and
on fourth and goal, the pass was up, the
receiver was open, and Bellanco came
out of nowhere to knock down the pass
and ruin the Chargers dreams. The game
ended 28-27 Playmakers.

A.I.O. Football All Star Team
MVP
Tim LaComb (Pentrators)
All League Team
Mike Silvett (Chargers)
Nick Bellanca (Playmakers)
Derek Tarn (High Flyers)
Jeff Haviken (Sticky Wolves)

DEAR
AS,
OUTDOOR
ADVENTURES,
AND OTHERS THANKYOU
FOR MAKING
OUR DAY. WE
APPRECIATE
THE THOUGHT.
WE ARE SO
LUCKY TO
WORK WITH
GRATEFUL,
THOUGHTFUL
PEOPLE.
THANKS,
THE
CUSTODIANS
OF THE UC
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Miami Heat-New Jersey Nets series
highlights first round of the NBA playoffs
to the younger players on how
to truly shoot a jump shot. He
shot 9-18 from the field and
finished with a team-high 28
points.
A strong point for the Pac
ers has always been their
defense which they will have
to set early on in the game.
They proved this in game two
versus the Celtics, only allow
ing them to score 10 points in
the final period. Eventually
they took the series back to
Indiana for game three Thurs
day night, with it all tied at
one game a piece.
The West includes the
Dallas Mavericks and their
interstate rivals the Houston
Rockets. Houston leads two
games to none. Monday's
game had a tight finish, as
Houston's Tracy McGrady
scored with just seconds on
the clock to take the victory
113-111. Fellow superstar and
teammate Yao Ming scored a
career playoff high with 33
points. Unfortunately for the
ESPN.COM
Mavericks, the two losses take All-Star center, Shaquille O'Neal, dunks while Nets'
game three back to Houston forward Vince Carter helplessly watches.

By Charlie Farra
STAFF WRITER

Playoff action began last week with
teams fighting for their opportunity to
take home the 2005 NBA Champion
ship. In the East the Miami Heat, led by
center Shaquille O'Neal, received top
seed honors and will have home court
advantage against Jason Kidd and the New
Jersey Nets due to exceptional play in the
regular season. With O'Neal's thunderous
presence in the paint, New Jersey will be
forced to either double team the big man
or take on the "Hack-a-Shaq" method that
so many teams have tried in the past.
This is one series that has the potential
for an upset, especially with Vince Carter
playing as well as he has been the past six
weeks. Jason Kidd has the ability to up
the tempo of the game, thus, not allow
ing O'Neal and back-up center, Alonzo
Mourning, to rest for Miami. This ability
could make Kidd the difference maker in
the series. Also, the return of Nets' star
Richard Jefferson could allow Kidd to
drive past the slower Heat defense and
kick it out to a good three-point shooter.
Another key match-up in the East is
between the Indiana Pacers and the Boston
Celtics. Monday night, the Pacers had vet
eran all-star Reggie Miller teach a clinic

where they will have to fight back against
a solid Rockets team.
The Denver Nuggets handed the San
Antonio Spurs their fourth loss at home
this year with outstanding defense, tough
rebounding and some clutch scoring
from Andre Miller, who finished with 31
points. The Spurs, who are known for
their exceptional conversion techniques,
have won ball games this year by pushing
the ball and setting the tempo early. Their
defense is some of the best in the league
and they play as a team, rotating the ball
on offense selflessly, in order to get the
open shot.
Under Coach Karl, the Denver Nug
gets are finally executing the way they
are capable of doing and with one win
under their belt, this might just be the
confidence booster they need in order to
upset this series.
Most games this year can be caught
on TNT who has put together an NBA
playoff schedule consisting of "40 games
in 40 nights." Highlights can be caught on
ESPN's SportsCenter, or other basketball
related shows. With upsets running ram
pant and grown men diving on wooden
floors in order to grab loose balls, the
question still remains who has the guts to
run this marathon and eventually grab the
Larry O'Brien trophy in June.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE A GREAT JOB
OPPURTUNITY TO PUT ON YOUR
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WORK AS
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Students must embrace the Torero
By Jon Leptich
STAFF WRITER

Your friends refer to themselves as
Bruins, Trojans, Huskies, Aztecs, even
Ducks...but have you ever described
yourself as a Torero, or for that matter,
could you even define what it is? Could
it be that the obscurity of our mascot is
contributing to a lack of school spirit
and attendance at sporting events?
According to dictionary.com, the
foremost authority in matters of mas
cot dissection, a Torero is a matador
or one of the supporting team during a
bullfight. If we were in a spelling bee
right now, you might use this Spanish
word, from the late Latin taurrius, in a
sentence as such: "Gee, that matador
sure is good.. .oh wait, he's not a mata
dor, he's a supporter of the bullfighting
team. Silly me, that's a torero."
USD hasn't always been the home of
bullfight assistants, however. Originally
known as the Pioneers, the nickname
recognized the contributions of San
Diego's early German settlers as well
as the game Oregon Trail.
The reasons seem to be shrouded in
a haze of mystery as to what brought
about the change of the name. Accord
ing to Senior Heather Vento, the switch
to Toreros was done in order to recog
nize the contribution of the brave men
who rid Alcala Park of the wild bulls

little spoken of cleri experimental fashion that has gained
cal err on the part of an mainstream acceptance. At this point,
Athletic Department sec very few people recognize the fact that
retary who was overly many trends found their origination in
engrossed in their cross the courtyard of Camino-Founders...the
word puzzle and mistak ugg/skirt combo? Trucker hats? The
enly filled in a six-letter return of leg warmers? All birthed on
word for bull-fighter/ our fine campus.
A completely new name might be a
helper when ordering
jerseys for the now-de course of action to raise school spirit.
Animals are good, typically non-offen
funct curling team.
Whatever the cause, sive, mascots. Why not pay homage to
we're stuck/blessed the Wild Rat Preserve housed in Tecowith the Torero name. lote Canyon and its rodents that scurry
So what's in a name? Is about campus after hours?
Senior Erin Boyle suggests the
it possible that the school
spirit so often described mighty panda, star of the World Famous
as "low key" is a result San Diego Zoo. While it would be fun
of the obscurity of our to have a large, slovenly creature who
must consume 20-40 pounds of bamboo
mascot?
Perhaps it's the multi a day on the sidelines, a character that
syllabic structure of the dominates Lisa Frank notebooks used
word. "Tore-air-ohs" by little girls in the third grade fails to
doesn't necessarily roll intimidate even the meek.
In the end, maybe the Torero isn't
of the tongue in the
way that Aztecs or even that bad after all. While the major
Banana Slugs does. To ity of students couldn't explain to you
exactly what a Torero is or why it was
GOOGLE.COM demonstrate this point,
try this rhyming exer chosen as our mascot, the fact remains
The Torero seems to be an obscure mascot due to its
lack of use in regular conversation. Most students,
cise: Ready? Torero. that there really is no sight like that of
alumni, and parents do not even know what a Torero is. That said, we're reduced a 12' matador look-a-like with no arms
to cheering for the ab bobbing up and down in his air pres
that once roamed Marian Way, bringing stract "Go! Big! Blue!"
sured suit. What's more, if there were
terror and chaos to our well-manicured
What are we to do? A return back no Toreros, who would sing "Olllle,
grounds. Junior Nick Depner contends to the Pioneer name could be a way Ole, Ole, Ole, Olllllle, Ollllle" outside
that Pioneers name was dropped by a to celebrate USD's pivotal role in of soccer stadiums?

The decade of debacle
Sports editorial on

Coors Field1s

By Chris Ferraro
SPORTS EDITOR

Tuesday, April 26 marked the ten year
anniversary of Coors Field. For those of
you who do not know of the high-altitude
ballpark that houses the Colorado Rock
ies, it is a stadium known to inflate ERAs,
increase home runs, and produce the wild
and wackiest endings in baseball history.
Coors Field is located in the Rocky
Mountains, and sits approximately 5,000
feet above sea level, where the thin air
allows for baseballs to spring off bats
like a tennis ball. The ballpark has never
been home to a Cy Young winner in it's
ten years of existence. In fact, no Rock
ies pitcher has ever been considered for
the award for best pitcher in the National
League.
If anything, Coors Field has tried to
sabotage and destroy the careers of good
pitchers. Darryl Kile, Mike Hampton,
and Denny Neagle, all successful Cy
Young candidates in their season prior to
moving to Colorado, were blasted in the
frigid Rocky Mountain air. All three were
known for hard-breaking curveballs and
sliders, however, the thin air of a mile high
stadium would not allow their pitches to
curve and slide the way they had at their
previous home parks. All three pitchers
possessed an ERA of over 5.00 at Coors
Field in their first season, a measure of
mediocrity.
However, they were able to find some
success after leaving Colorado. Kile
turned his career around with the St. Louis
Cardinals before it was tragically cut short
by his death. Hampton became a useful

tenth anniversary

starter for the Atlanta Braves last season.
Neagle hopes a season in Tampa Bay will
help turn his career back around.
For a baseball purist, this radical shift
in altitude is damaging to the game itself.
Many compare it to the induction of the
designated hitter, which was added to
increase scoring instead of keeping with
the true nature of baseball's founding,
where all players, including the pitcher,
must bat.
Coors Field does it's damage by in
flating the scoring of teams. Since it's
inception, nine of the ten seasons saw the
Rockies hit the most home runs in the
National League. Their team ERA has
been the highest in the National League
in all ten of those seasons. And they have
the lowest percentage of completed saves
over that same period of time.
In fact, a game at Coors Field is never
over. At any point, even the most average
of hitters can poke one out of the park.
I have personally witnessed too many
home mns by pitchers to any longer accept
Rockies' baseball as "real baseball."
When a batter faces pitches with less
movement on them in an atmosphere
prone to home runs, damage can be done
to the best of pitchers. Trevor Hoffman,
the Padres beloved closer, was hit for
four runs in two-thirds of an inning in the
season opener because his signature circle
change did not move the way it does at any
other baseball park.
So, this week, while Coors Brewing
Company, the Colorado Rockies and the
people of Colorado celebrate the ten-year
anniversary of Coors Field, this sports
editor will mourn its creation.

CLASSIFIEDS
Housing:

2Bdr/2Bath Townhouse. South Mission Beach. Furnished and near the
beach. 3 Female tenants only. Sept-May lease, $1800. Call Michelle at
480-945-2793.
Newly remolded South Mission Beach two bedroom, two bath condo
with all new appliances. Includes, private laundry room, private front
patio, two parking spaces. View at www.vacationrentals.com/vacationrentals/18261.html Call Jeff 858-405-0358

Jobs:

HOUSEKEEPER WANTED. PACIFIC BEACH AREA. 5 HOURS PER
WEEK. PREFER AVAILABILITY ON THURSDAY AM. PAID $55. MUST BE
COMFORTABLE WITH DOGS. CONTACT KAREN AT kdurst@comresearch.
org .
SWEET JOB OPPORTUNITY! Part time and full time
positions available. Flexible hours. Maggie Moo's Ice Creamery and
Treatery. Call Jeff at 619-574-6667 or 760-471-6667
WANTED: Part-time Nanny for our 5-month old - starting in August
located at our home in Carmel Valley. Needed 2 days/week. Pay based
on experience. Please call 858.793.0053.
Part Time Nannies Needed: La Mesa, M, W, F, 9am -4pm, 3, 2, and 7
month old, $15 hr. Mira Mesa, M-F, 3pm-7pm, 15 and 8 yr old, $13-14
hr. La Jolla, Tues/Thurs, 10am - 5pm, 5 month old, $13 hr. Carmel
Valley, M,W,F, 8:30am - 4:30pm, 3 yr old and newborn, $14-15 hr. Del
Mar, Wed and Fri, 7am - 4pm, 2,4, and 14 yr olds, $13-14 hr. Required:
2 yrs child care experience, excellent references, own car, one year
commitment. More part time jobs available! (760) 798-1774, www.
safeandsoundnannies.com No Fees!!!
Beautiful Carmel Valley home, 2 girls, 10 & 13. Duties are doing home
work with them, driving them to dance classes, some errands. Fluency
in English and college student prefered. Must have good driving record,
flexibility with hours after 2.30pm and good with kids. Hours are
2.30pm to 6pm some night hours will be needed, M thru Fri
day. Pay: $10.00/hourly. Interested parties please respond to "
sorme@opthalmed.com".
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS -Childrens' sleep-away camp, Northeast
Pennsylvania ( 6/18-8/14/05) If you love children and want a caring,
fun environment we need Directors and Instructors for: Tennis, Swim
ming (W.S.I, preferred), Golf, Gymnastics, Cheerleading, Drama, High
& Low Ropes, Team Sports, Waterskiing, Sailing, Painting/Drawing, Ce
ramics, Silkscreen, Printmaking, Batik, Jewelry, Calligraphy, Photogra
phy, Sculpture, Guitar, Aerobics, Self-Defense, Video, Piano. Other staff:
Administrative/Driver (21 + ), Nurses (RN's and Nursing Students),
Bookkeeper, Mothers' Helper. On campus interviews April 12th. Call 1800-279-3019 or apply on-line at www.campwaynegirls.com
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NL West race underway early in 2005
By Jenna Biagini
STAFF WRITER

The start of a new baseball season has
many fans roaring with excitement and
running to the trolley station to get down
town and catch whatever game they can.
The crowds file into Petco Park wearing
jerseys of teams from across the nation,
but still scream and yell with every pitch
and hit.
After the Padres beat the Dodgers 6-1
on Thursday, they traveled to Phoenix
to take on the Arizona Diamondbacks,
where they were swept in a three-game
series. This is good news for Arizona
fans, since the sweep left Arizona only
two and a half games behind the first
place Dodgers.
The Padres found themselves in fourth
in the National League West with a record
of 8-11 after the series concluded, trailing
the San Francisco Giants by a half game
for third place. The Padres are not doing
too badly, but are struggling a bit to find
the offensive drive they will need to claim
the title.
The Diamondbacks are young, talent
ed, and on a roll early this season. Their
chances for the title get better each time
they step on the field, and they should not
be too far behind if they continue to play
they way they have been.
Last weekend, the Dodgers took on

GOOGLE.COM

Giants pitcher Noah Lowry speaks with manager Felipe Alou on the mound.

the Colorado Rockies at Coors Field. The
final game of the series was played in 46degree weather with Brad Penny starting
for LosAngeles. Penny was on the mound
for the first time this season. He had not

21"HIGH SIERRA

BACK PACK

3 Bags In One - Carry-On-Size
Hidden back pack straps are
stored behind a padded back pane.
Removable front day pack
is perfect for day trips.
comp.$170.00

Travel Clothing
Easy care, sun protective, fast drying
pants, shirts and hats, waterproof and
windproof rain gear, for warmth silk tops
and bottoms plus the all important travel
socks to prevent dangerous blood clots.

thrown in a major league game in eight
months due to offseason surgery. While
Penny was absent, the Dodgers tied up
loose ends with Giovanni Carrara as the
fifth starter.
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The Dodgers have also started the
season with feared closer Eric Gagne.
While Gagne recovers from an arm in
jury, Yhency Brazoban has been closing
games in his place rather consistently. The
Dodgers walked away from Coors Field
with an 8-6 victory and a record of 13-5
leaving the fans that bleed Dodger blue
with smiles on their faces.
The Rockies remain in last with a re
cord of 6-12. Possibly, the Rockies would
not be as far behind had they signed some
of their better players like Vinny Castilla
and Jeremy Bumitz who left due to free
agency in the offseason. They currently
start seven position players who are in
their first season of full-time action, and
that lack of experience may haunt them
this season.
"S" and "F" are two letters that graze
the hats of many USD students. The San
Francisco Giants are currently holding
strong at third in the standings with a re
cord of 8-10. The possibility of the Giants
rising in standing rests on the possible
return of Barry Bonds. It is still up in the
air whether Bonds will return.
With the Dodgers, Diamondbacks,
Padres and Giants looking somewhat
similar, the team that claims the title in the
National League West could come down
to the wire. One thing is for sure that fans
will stand by their teams as the race con
tinues throughout the season. (All records
are current as of Sunday, Apr. 24.)
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Every week the
Vista advertises
for off-campuses
business and
programs.
Take advantage of
the opportunity to
advertise with the
Vista.
Rates are cheaper!!
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Inflatable Neck Pillow
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49ers draft Alex Smith with first selection
By Anthony Gentile
ASST SPORTS EDITOR

Whether looking to rebuild
or reload, each of the 32 teams
in the National Football League
focused on the 2005 NFL Draft
last weekend in New York.
Entering day one on Saturday,
each team knew that whomever
they selected would have an
impact on their franchises for
years to come.
This year, some of the more
notable draftees include Alex
Smith (Utah), Aaron Rodgers
(California), Ronnie Brown
(Auburn), Mike Williams
(USC) and Maurice Clarett
(Ohio State). Only time will tell
if these prospects end up studs
or duds in the National Football
League.
With the first overall selec
tion of the draft, San Francisco
did not surprise many by taking
G00GLE.C0M
Alex Smith, the highly touted Maurice Clarett will be one of the most watched rookies through
quarterback from Utah. Origi out the 2005 season after going over a round earlier than most
nally from the San Diego area, experts projected.
Smith is a great fit for the 49ers adding to a strong, young pass- with the sixth pick. At number
as they look to rebuild their catching core for the Browns.
seven, Minnesota took Troy
once-storied franchise under
Edwards was followed by Williamson (South Carolina),
head coach Mike Nolan.
two running backs as Cedric a gifted receiver for a team
The remainder of the teams Benson (Chicago) and Carnell looking to replace Randy Moss.
in the top five also opted for Williams (Tampa Bay) were se Arizona and Washington each
offensive talent. Filling their lected with the fourth and fifth beefed up their secondary, pick
biggest need, Miami selected picks. Both of these talented ing cornerbacks Antrell Rolle
running back Ronnie Brown backs should have an immedi (Miami) and Carlos Rogers
(Auburn) at number two, as ate impact, as clubs in need of a (Auburn) back to back.
first-year coach Nick Saban running game drafted them.
The Detroit Lions took re
aims to restore the Dolphins'
Tennessee made cornerback ceiver Mike Williams with
ground game. Michigan star Adam "Pacman" Jones (West the tenth pick, an interesting
receiver Braylon Edwards went Virginia) the first defensive selection considering that they
to Cleveland at the third spot, player selected in the draft selected pass catchers Roy Wil
liams and Charles Rogers in the
first round of each of the last
two drafts. Nonetheless, Wil
liams is a talented player who
should provide a great target for
Joey Harrington.
Perhaps the most surprising
thing after 10 picks was that
quarterback Aaron Rodgers of
California remained undrafted,
even though little less than a
month ago he was thought by
many to be the first overall
selection. Sitting in the green
room, Rodgers was optimistic,
waiting for commissioner Paul
Tagliabue to announce his
name.
Teams went practical in picks
10-15, including the Chargers,
who selected Shawne Merriman
(Maryland), a linebacker who
should improve San Diego's
pass rush. New Orleans traded
up to the thirteenth pick to take
the first offensive lineman of
the draft OT Jammal Brown
(Oklahoma), a talent that has
a chance to play for the Saints
GOOGLE.COM
in 2005.
Alex Smith of Utah will be the new face of the San Francisco
49ers after being the first overall pick.
The versatile Matt Jones of

Arkansas, who converted from plagued college career.
Denver closed out day one
quarterback to wide receiver,
and wowed scouts with his with the most talked about
speed at the combine, was picks of the draft, adding con
selected by Jacksonville at the troversial running back Maurice
twenty-first spot. Although Clarett to their stable. Clarett
one of the best athletes in the has been out of football for a
draft, this pick was a stretch so year after he was not allowed
high in the first round because to declare for last year's draft
he is purely a developmental due to NFL regulations.
He declared in 2004 amid
project.
Rodgers was finally taken controversy that he accepted
by Green Bay at number 24, money and gifts from boost
appearing the heir apparent to ers at Ohio State his freshman
Brett Favre, the Packers legend year. In addition, Clarett had a
ary quarterback whose career is poor showing in the combine
coming to an end. The Chargers running a 4.75 40-yard dash,
selected again at 28, taking big an average for most linemen,
DT Luis Castillo (Northwest and poor for a possible tail
ern), a player who failed a drug back. The Broncos, however,
test at the February NFL com took a chance on Clarett, as
bine. With two defensive picks coach Mike Shanahan feels
in the first round, San Diego that he is a good fit with their
showed their commitment to zone running scheme because
he is a north-south runner who
defense in 2005.
Super Bowl opponents a hits the hole hard. No matter
year ago Philadelphia and New what, Shanahan's selection will
long be scrutinized, especially
England closed out the first
round by selecting DT Mike should Clarett not pan out.
Patterson (USC)
and OG Logan
Mankins (Fresno
State). Patterson
provides depth
for the Eagles
and the versatile
Mankins could
replace OG Joe
Andruzzi, who
New England lost
to free agency.
Many teams
focused on de
fense in the sec
ond round, in
cluding the Den
ver Broncos who
picked Darrent
Williams with
their first selec
tion (56th over
GOOGLE.COM
all), a prospect
The
Minnesota
Vikings
will
turn
to
seventh
that fell to the
second round be overall pick Troy Williamson to replace All-Pro
wide reciever Randy Moss.
cause of his lack
As usual, the fourth through
of size (5'8"). His excellent
speed makes him a possible seventh rounds went without
nickel back and punt returner incident, at least for now. Po
for the Broncos. Also in the tential stars of day two include
second round, the Jets looked to versatile running back Darren
solve their kicking problems of Sproles (Chargers), quarterback
a year ago by taking Mike Nu Kyle Orton (Bears), and return
gent, the all-American kicker extraordinaire Antonio Perkins
(Browns). In a few years, these
from Ohio State.
The third and final round of players will either join the ranks
the first day started and ended of late-round stars such as Ter
with intriguing running back rell Davis and Tom Brady, or be
selections. With the first pick of forgotten forever.
As always, the NFL Draft
the third round, San Francisco
took running back Frank Gore is based on speculation of a
(Miami), a very talented back player's potential, an inexact
that could have a great NFL science that, while sometimes
predicted correctly, is frequent
career.
Many considered this a ly miscalculated. Just hope your
sleeper pick with Gore having team did not take the next Kia huge upside despite an injury- Jana Carter.

